Résumé -Réduction de modèles cinétiques basée sur les événements constitutifs à l'aide d'un regroupement rigoureux : application au reformage catalytique -La modélisation des procédés de raffinage utilisant des catalyseurs bifonctionnels métal-acide fait intervenir un nombre exponentiellement croissant d'espèces et de réactions qui peut rapidement dépasser plusieurs milliers pour des charges industrielles complexes. Lors de la réalisation d'un modèle de procédé, l'utilisation de modèles cinétiques de regroupement a priori par familles chimiques ne satisfait plus les besoins actuels de simulation détail-lée, de prédictivité et d'extrapolabilité. À cause du grand nombre d'étapes élémentaires impliquées dans la catalyse bifonctionnelle, il est déraisonnable de vouloir construire à la main un réseau cinétique détaillé d'une telle ampleur. La génération informatique du réseau réactionnel à partir de règles simples propose une solution élégante dans un tel cas. Malgré cela, l'établissement des équations cinétiques et leur résolu-tion reste difficile, essentiellement à cause du manque de détail analytique demandé par un modèle détaillé. Néanmoins, pour plusieurs procédés de raffinage, des hypothèses raisonnables concernant les équilibres entre espèces permettent d'effectuer un regroupement a posteriori des espèces, réduisant de cette manière la taille du réseau réactionnel tout en maintenant un réseau cinétique entre familles chimiques qui est strictement équivalent au réseau détaillé. Nous présentons ici les outils de génération de réseau et la méthode de regroupement a posteriori associés à la méthode de modélisation cinétique par événements constitutifs. Cette approche de regroupement a posteriori est illustrée et appliquée à la modélisation cinétique des réactions de reformage catalytique. 
NOTATIONS
Rate coefficient for protonation of an olefin into an m type ion k' Pr (m) Rate coefficient for protonation of a diolefin into an m type unsaturated ion k De (m, O) Rate coefficient for deprotonation of the m type ion into olefin O k iso (m, n) Rate coefficient for isomerization of an m ion into an n ion k alk (m, n) Rate coefficient for alkylation of an m ion into an n ion k acyc (m, n, O) Rate coefficient for cracking of an m ion into an n ion and an olefin O k exoN (m, n, NO) Rate coefficient for cracking of an m cyclic ion into an n ion and a cyclic olefin NO k exoO (m, n, O) Rate coefficient for cracking of an m cyclic ion into an n cyclic ion and an olefin O k endo (m, n) Rate coefficient for cracking of an m cyclic ion into an n unsaturated ion k cyc (m, n) Rate coefficient for cyclization of an m unsaturated ion into an n cyclic ion k DM (u) Rate coefficient for demethylation by breaking a bond between a primary carbon atom and a carbon atom of type u k DE (u) Rate coefficient for deethylation by breaking a bond between a secondary carbon atom and a carbon atom of type u k reac (L 1 ⇔ L 2 ) Rate constant associated with the transformation of lump L 1 into lump L 2 according to reactions of type reac K [A ⇔ B + C] Thermodynamic equilibrium constant for the reaction A ⇔ B + C K [A ⇔ B] Intrinsic thermodynamic equilibrium constant for the reaction A ⇔ B (excluding the contributions for rotation symmetries and chirality)
Intrinsic thermodynamic equilibrium constant for the reaction A ⇔ B + C (excluding the contributions for rotation symmetries and chirality) K Pr 
INTRODUCTION
Catalytic reforming is one of the main processes in the refining industry. Its importance is illustrated by the fact that the quantity of feedstock processed is over 20% of the total crude oil processed in the USA and over 15% in Western Europe (True and Koottungal, 2010) . The main objective of catalytic reforming is the transformation of petroleum fractions with a low Research Octane Number into a high octane reformate, a major blending product for motor gasolines and an important source of aromatic hydrocarbons. Valuable byproducts are hydrogen and liquefied petroleum gas, in which isobutane is the major component.
To improve the octane number of these petroleum fractions, the main reactions, which have to be promoted in order to increase the octane rating, are: -isomerization of n-paraffins into isoparaffins; -dehydrogenation of six-membered ring naphthenes into aromatics; -dehydroisomerization of five-membered ring naphthenes into aromatics; -dehydroaromatization of paraffins into aromatics.
The latter contains the most desired reactions since they yield the largest octane improvement. Several side reactions, which have related mechanisms, also occur during the reforming process. The most important of these reactions are: -hydrocracking and hydrogenolysis of paraffins and naphthenes; -hydrodealkylation of aromatics; -disproportionation of aromatics; -coke formation.
Although cracking also leads to an octane improvement, these reactions are considered to be disadvantageous, since they result in a decrease of the yield of liquid reformate. Coke formation covers the catalyst surface with hydrocarbon residues, which are formed via extensive dehydrogenation and polymerization. In this way, it strongly reduces the catalyst activity and is therefore detrimental to the reforming process.
A reforming unit usually consists of three to four adiabatic gas-phase reactors in series. The catalyst distribution over these reactors is generally optimized, resulting in reactors of different sizes (Martino, 1998) . Since the main reforming reactions are endothermic, the temperature of the process gas decreases continuously as it passes through the catalyst bed. The effluent from a reactor is therefore reheated to the desired reaction temperature in an inter-reactor furnace before admitting to the next reactor. The liquid effluent after the last reactor is stabilized and the resulting reformate contains 60 to 70 wt% aromatics, leading to Research Octane Number ranging from 95 to 105. The remaining fraction mainly consists of paraffins, since nearly all naphthenes are converted. The olefinic fraction generally remains below 1 wt%, due to the high partial pressures of hydrogen.
The reactor inlet temperatures are the primary control variables. The octane number of the reformate can be increased by applying higher reactor temperatures, which are favorable from both a thermodynamic and a kinetic viewpoint. High temperature, however, also favors the undesirable cracking and coking side reactions, resulting in an important yield loss and in a rapid catalyst deactivation. Hence, the applied operating temperatures are arrived at by making a trade-off between the desired product quality, on the one hand, and the product yield and catalyst deactivation, on the other. To select the most appropriate operating conditions for a given feedstock and catalyst, process models have become essential tools.
Process models for optimizing refining and petrochemical processes need to be increasingly more detailed, firstly to account for the extensive diversity of feedstocks and, secondly, to account for the increasingly strict specifications on product quality. The number of species involved in petroleum processes increases exponentially with the number of carbon atoms of the species involved. The number of species quickly exceeds several hundred, or even thousand, molecules. A detailed molecular analysis of the feedstocks and effluents soon proves impossible and it is practically unfeasible to describe a detailed reaction network manually. Use of computers pushes back the limits of "manual" modeling considerably, by allowing to tackle three of the problems related to detailed modeling of large networks: generating the reactions, species and their properties, writing the kinetic equations with their parameters, and simulating reactors using such a detailed kinetic model. Generation of reactions and reaction networks falls under the larger concept of "computer-assisted chemistry". This vast field of "computer-assisted chemistry" comprises a large variety of applications such as kinetics packages, network generation programs, tools for design of experiments, property estimation methods, structure elucidation software, structure visualization applications, computational chemistry, quantum chemistry, force field methods, computer-assisted organic synthesis planners, and many more. Reverting to reaction networks, several automated network generation algorithms are available in the literature, both for computer aided organic synthesis and for kinetic and reactor modeling purposes. Ugi et al. (1993) tried to classify them and identified three types of network generation methods: empirical methods, semi-formal methods and formal methods. According to their classification, empirical methods are based on pre-established reaction libraries and expert systems. Examples of such databases can already be found in the 1960s (Vleduts, 1963) and continue to be developed (Ihlenfeldt and Gasteiger, 1996) . Semi-formal techniques are based on heuristic algorithms that generate reactions, either overall reactions or elementary steps, in a network from a few basic reaction types, but do not have selection procedures to remove improbable reactions from the set of conceivable solutions. Formal techniques generate the various elementary steps at the mechanistic level by taking into account the physical and chemical description of the molecule, while selecting from all possibilities those reactions to be retained in the network in a second step.
Many automated network generation algorithms have been developed and described in the literature for different applications: hydrocarbon pyrolysis (Clymans and Froment, 1984; Hillewaert et al., 1988; Chinnick et al., 1988; Froment, 1991; Dente et al., 1992; DiMaio and Lignola,Dewachtere et al., 1999; Christensen et al., 1999; Moustafa and Froment, 2003; Froment, 2005; Quintana-Solórzano et al., 2007a, b) , hydrocracking (Baltanas and Froment, 1985; Baltanas et al., 1989; Vynckier and Froment, 1991; Quann and Jaffe, 1992, 1996; Quann, 1998; Martens and Froment, 1999; Mizan and Klein, 1999; Martens et al., 2000 Martens et al., , 2001 Thybaut and Marin, 2003; Laxmi Narasimhan et al., 2003 , 2004 Chavarría-Hernández et al., 2004 Jaffe et al., 2005; Klein et al., 2006; Kumar and Froment, 2007a, b) , hydrotreating (Hou and Klein, 1999; Klein et al., 2006) , methanol-to-olefins Froment, 2001, 2004; Al Wahabi and Froment, 2004; Froment, 2005) , FischerTropsch synthesis (Klinke and Broadbelt, 1999; Temkin et al., 2002; Lozano et al., 2006 Lozano et al., , 2008 , coke formation (Moustafa and Froment, 2003; Quintana-Solórzano et al., 2005) , silicon hydride clustering (Wong et al., 2002) , hydrocarboxylation (Zeigarnik et al., 1997) , carbonylation (Bruk et al., 1998) , organic synthesis (Fountain and Reitsam, 1991) , and many more. This illustrates that automated network generation techniques are well suited for any type of reactions, as long as one can define the transformations that are typical of a particular system. Most of these algorithms generate an exhaustive list of the vast number of reactions, thus avoiding error-prone manual reaction network development. Good overviews of some of these automated network generation methods for different applications can be found in Ugi et al. (1993) , Prickett and Mavrovouniotis, (1997b) , Tomlin et al. (1997) and Klein et al. (2006) .
At the Ghent University, a semi-formal network generation algorithm has been developed to generate reaction networks for hydrocarbons (paraffins, naphthenes, aromatics...). The computer algorithm was initially developed for the radical chemistry occurring during thermal cracking (Clymans and Froment, 1984; Hillewaert et al., 1988; Willems and Froment, 1988a, b) , later adapted for acid-catalyzed processes (Baltanas and Froment, 1985; Baltanas et al., 1989; Vynckier and Froment, 1991) , and recently extended to metal catalyzed processes (Lozano et al., 2006 (Lozano et al., , 2008 . This semiformal algorithm allows to exhaustively generate all reactions, intermediates and products at the mechanistic level for a given feedstock, and will be used in this work.
Once the reaction network has been fully described, the kinetic equations of each reaction must be written, while utilizing a limited number of parameters, so that they remain significant and mathematically identifiable. Using the concept of local reactivity and single-events, all reactions occurring on the acid phase of the catalyst can be described with a limited and fixed number of parameters (Baltanas and Froment, 1985; Vynckier and Froment, 1991; Feng et al., 1993; Svoboda et al., 1995; Dewachtere et al. 1999; Froment, 1999 Froment, , 2005 Martens et al., 2001; Thybaut and Marin, 2003; Moustafa and Froment, 2003; Park and Froment, 2004; Laxmi Narasimhan et al., 2004; Martinis and Froment, 2006; Kumar and Froment, 2007a, b; Mitsios et al., 2009; Surla et al., 2011) . Indeed, the chemistry of hydrocarbons on acid catalysts is well known (Brouwer, 1980; Olah et al., 1985; Marcilly, 2003) and involves a limited number of elementary steps. Nevertheless, the number of reactions and species is in most cases still too high to perform a direct comparison between simulated and experimental data. Hence, a representative reduction of the kinetic model needs to be performed.
Reaction network reduction techniques can be divided into five categories: global reduction, response modeling, chemical lumping, statistical lumping and detailed reduction (Frenklach, 1987) . The aim of a rigorous reduction technique is to retain as much as possible the detail of the original reaction network. When the kinetic equations between species are known and sets of species are in thermochemical equilibrium, one can group the species in equilibrium into lumps and write a new reduced kinetic network between lumps that is exactly equivalent to the original network. In this sense, this is strictly an exact lumping technique as defined by Wei and Kuo (1969) , since the composition of each lump is known through the equilibrium relations. Hence, when experimental data shows that the species of a lump are in thermochemical equilibrium, the proposed a posteriori lumping scheme groups species at thermodynamic equilibrium inside a single lump. It is therefore a rigorous network reduction technique that allows to obtain a simplified network, which can then be used in reactor simulations (Vynckier and Froment, 1991) . Indeed, using such a rigorous network reduction method avoids the problems related to the diversity of feedstocks, unlike a priori relumping of species, which is generally a "blind" lumping approach devised to cope with the lack of component-based analytical data and where empirical kinetics do not account for the composition of the lumps.
In this paper, the above-described a posteriori lumping method is applied to the catalytic reforming of hydrocarbons.
NETWORK GENERATION
The general approach for the semi-formal network generation algorithm is to rely on a detailed mechanism for the reactions occurring on the surface of the catalyst and to account for the presence of each species. The elementary steps occurring on the catalyst surface obviously depend on the process being modeled and the catalyst being used. Hence, one first needs to define the reaction mechanisms for the various chemical transformations occurring during the catalytic reforming over a bifunctional metal-acid catalyst.
Investigating the skeletal isomerization of alkanes (Sinfelt et al., 1960; Ciapetta, 1961; Sterba and Haensel, 1976) and cycloalkanes (Sterba and Haensel, 1976) , several research groups showed that, for bifunctional catalysts with more than 0.1 wt% of platinum, the isomerization of alkanes and cycloalkanes can no longer be increased by increasing the platinum content. For high platinum contents, the isomerization rate significantly increases with increasing halogen content, indicating that the reaction rate is limited by the acidity of the catalyst. Hence, the metal-catalyzed skeletal isomerization does not contribute appreciably to the overall isomerization reaction on a bifunctional catalyst (Burch and Garla, 1981; Sinfelt, 1981; Maire and Garin, 1984) . The above results therefore clearly illustrate that, for industrial catalysts, the rate determining step in the isomerization of paraffins and naphthenes is located on the acid sites.
In contrast to the results observed for the skeletal isomerization of paraffins and naphthenes, the rate of ring closure of alkanes on a bifunctional Pt/Al 2 O 3 catalyst increases significantly with increasing platinum loadings (Sinfelt et al., 1962) . The increase in reaction rate was less than proportional to the increase in platinum content, however. Since the cyclization rate also depends on the acidity of the catalyst (Ciapetta and Wallace, 1971) , several reaction pathways are probably in competition. According to Gates et al. (1979) , the literature data seems to suggest that the acid-catalyzed and the metal-catalyzed cyclization routes may be of similar importance. Davis (1999) states, however, that for naphtha reforming catalysts, a bifunctional pathway with cyclization proceeding on the acid site is more rapid than the monofunctional metal-catalyzed cyclization pathway. Although a number of contradicting observations still exist in the literature for the cyclization of paraffins into naphthenes, it is generally accepted that, for industrial bifunctional reforming catalysts, the largest contribution for the skeletal rearrangements takes place on the acid phase (Sinfelt, 1997; Martino, 1998; Marcilly, 2003) .
When modeling catalytic reforming over bifunctional metal-acid catalyst (Kmak, 1971 (Kmak, , 1973 Ramage et al., 1980 Ramage et al., , 1987 Froment, 1982, 1990; Marin et al., 1983; Schipper et al., 1984; Van Trimpont et al., 1985 , 1986a , b, 1988 Sapre, 1991; Verstraete, 1997; Joshi et al., 1999; Ancheyta-Juárez et al., 2001; Klein et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2008; Sotelo-Boyás and Froment, 2009 ), the mechanism proposed by Mills et al. (1953) is commonly retained, as it has been proven able to provide a good description of the process, even though it minimizes the role of the metal function. This mechanism is schematically illustrated in Figure 1 . The hydrocarbons are first adsorbed and then dehydrogenated on the metal phase. The corresponding olefins desorb and then react with the acid phase to form adsorbed carbocations. The latter then undergo molecular rearrangements. The carbocations can then desorb through deprotonation into olefins, which will, after hydrogenation on a metal site, produce saturated hydrocarbons.
Writing a detailed network involves listing all types of elementary reactions that may occur. The chemistry of carbocations involved in acid-catalyzed reactions has been extensively studied and documented in the literature (Brouwer, 1980; Olah et al., 1985) , and an excellent overview is given by Marcilly (2003) . Carbenium ion chemistry allows to draw up a list of the elementary reactions occurring on the acid surface as a function of the species involved. The reactions can therefore be classified according to the type of molecule that is reacting. One can identify: -protonation (Pr) and deprotonation (De) reactions; -isomerizations with no change in the number of branches:
Hydride Shift (HS), Methyl Shift (MS), Ethyl Shift (ES), etc.; -isomerizations with a change in the number of branches:
PCP branching (PCP), etc.; -bond ruptures: acyclic beta-scission (acyc), endocyclic beta scission (endo), exocyclic beta scission (exo), etc. The main acid-catalyzed reactions for the various types of carbenium ions are illustrated in Figure 2 . Concerning the exocyclic β-scission steps, two different cases are distinguished, one in which the leaving group is an acyclic olefin (exoO), and a second type in which a cyclic olefin is the leaving group (exoN).
Besides acid-catalyzed reactions, metal-catalyzed reactions have to be accounted for when modeling catalytic reforming. Here, one can identify the following set of reactions: -dehydrogenation (DH) and hydrogenation (Hyd) reactions; -hydrogenolysis reactions, mainly demethylation (DM) and deethylation (DE) on Pt-based catalysts.
As described above, the amount of platinum on catalytic reforming catalysts is generally sufficiently high to maintain the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reactions at equilibrium. For the hydrogenolysis reactions, the same approach as for acid-catalyzed reactions could be followed. However, the chemistry of hydrogenolysis reactions and the nature of the intermediates involved in these metal-catalyzed reactions are Reaction mechanism of the kinetic model for catalytic reforming.
still subject to much discussion. Hence, both for the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reactions and the hydrogenolysis reactions, the reaction will only be generated on a molecular level, without explicitly accounting for the intermediates on the metal phase. By way of example, the semi-formal network generation will be illustrated for isomerization of a pure n-hexane feedstock on a bifunctional catalyst. Applying the abovedescribed hydrogenation/dehydrogenation and hydrogenolysis reactions the metal phase and the carbocation chemistry to the species adsorbed on the acid phase, one can write the reaction network for catalytic reforming of n-hexane shown in Figure 3 by starting from n-hexane, or any other of the C 6 components. To allow depicting the network in a single drawing, the hydrogenolysis reactions have been omitted from Figure 3 .
As can be seen, the catalytic reforming reaction network for n-hexane already contains a large number of species (reactants, intermediates and products) and many different types of reactions. For components with more than 7 carbon Elementary steps between carbenium ions occurring of the acid phase of the catalyst.
atoms, writing complete mechanisms becomes tedious due to the nearly exponential increase in the size of the reaction networks. Hence, computer programs are needed to automatically generate the full-scale reaction networks. The network generation algorithm used in single events modeling has been extensively described in detail in the literature (Clymans and Froment, 1984; Baltanas and Froment, 1985; Baltanas et al., 1989; Vynckier et Froment, 1991; Svoboda et al., 1995; Lozano et al., 2006 Lozano et al., , 2008 SoteloBoyás and Froment, 2009; Surla et al., 2011) .
In the case of catalytic reforming, reaction networks involving components with up to 11 carbon atoms (when using real feedstocks) can be generated. In the study described here, a reaction network will be generated limited to species with 7 carbon atoms or less (model feedstocks). In this case, the reaction network then consists of a large number of molecules and reactions, as shown in Table 1 .
KINETICS OF ELEMENTARY REACTIONS
The previous section detailed the semi-formal computer generation of a detailed reaction network, in other words the exhaustive list of species involved and the reactions between them. To predict the evolution of a population of molecules, the rate of each reaction must be quantified.
The reaction steps generated for the acid phase are assumed to be elementary. Hence, the kinetics of each step follow the mass action law, are therefore in this case first order with respect to the reactants. This leads to the following expressions for the protonation reactions (Pr), surface reactions (reac), and deprotonation reactions (De):
The number of kinetic parameters associated with the reactions also becomes very high and it is unreasonable to consider keeping as many degrees of freedom as there are reactions. Using the single-events concept allows to significantly limit the number of independent kinetic parameters. The principles of single-events modeling will be briefly outlined. For further details, the reader is referred to the extensive literature on single events modeling (Baltanas and Froment, 1985; Baltanas et al., 1989; Vynckier and Froment, 1991; Feng et al., 1993; Svoboda et al., 1995; Dewachtere et al. 1999; Froment, 1999; Martens et al., 2001; Thybaut and Marin, 2003; Moustafa and Froment, 2003; Park and Froment, 2004; Laxmi Narasimhan et al., 2004; Froment, 2005; Martinis and Froment, 2006; Lozano et al., 2006; Kumar and Froment, 2007a, b; Lozano et al., 2008; Mitsios et al., 2009; Surla et al., 2011) . Figure 3 Reaction network for the catalytic reforming of n-hexane (without hydrogenolysis reactions).
From transition state theory, the rate coefficient of an elementary reaction can be written according to Eyring's law: where k is the rate coefficient of an elementary step,
is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature, ΔS°# is the activation entropy, ΔH°# is the activation enthalpy. The standard entropy S°of the reactant and the transition state can be split into several contributions. For the reactions in the network, the translational, vibrational and electronic contributions are considered to be the same, but the rotational contributions strongly depend on the symmetry of the molecule (Willems and Froment, 1988a) . If the molecule is optically active, the standard entropy must also be corrected by adding an asymmetry term related to its chirality. The
entropy contributions due to the symmetry of the molecule and to its chirality can be set apart accounting respectively for the symmetry number σ of the compound and the number of diastereo-isomers (Benson et al., 1969; Benson, 1976) , and the remainder is called the intrinsic standard entropy S°:
where ΔS°# is the intrinsic activation entropy, σ r is the global symmetry number of the reactant, σ # is the global symmetry number of the activated complex. This equation can be rewritten as: where n e is the number of single events, k is the fundamental rate coefficient of an acidcatalyzed single event. The ratio of the global symmetry number of the reactant divided by the global symmetry number of the activated complex is by definition the number of single events. It is related to the number of identifiable pathways corresponding to an elementary reaction (Baltanas and Froment, 1985; Vynckier et Froment, 1991) . The generation algorithm includes the procedures to calculate these symmetries. The number of single-events is thus stored together with the description of a reaction. In view of energy considerations on the reactants, one can reasonably assume that the fundamental rate coefficient k depends only on the type of reaction and the nature of the ions involved, and does not depend on the number of carbon atoms (Baltanas and Froment, 1985; Vynckier et Froment, 1991; Surla et al., 2011) . Consequently, the number of kinetic constants needed to describe the system is limited. In addition, thermodynamic constraints on the reversible reactions reduce the number of parameters even further (Baltanas and Froment, 1985; Vynckier et Froment, 1991; Surla et al., 2011) . Finally, only the following fundamental rate parameters are required to model the catalytic reforming kinetics:
The reaction steps generated for the metal phase are stored as molecular pathways. As the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reactions are considered to be at equilibrium, their kinetics do not have to be detailed. For the hydrogenolysis reactions, however, a rate equation needs to be proposed. As hydrogenolysis is generally considered to proceed through dehydrogenated intermediates (Verstraete, 1997) is the concentration of free metal sites.
Again, as the number of kinetic parameters associated with hydrogenolysis reactions also becomes very high, it is unreasonable to keep a separate rate coefficient for each reaction. In analogy to the single-events concept, the rate coefficient is therefore split into a more fundamental parameter k -and the number of reaction pathways n s between reactant and product (Verstraete, 1997) :
In this approach, the number of reaction pathways n s is equal to the number of identifiable pathways corresponding to the global hydrogenolysis reaction, and is determined during the automated reaction network generation.
A POSTERIORI RELUMPING OF SPECIES:
THE CASE OF CATALYTIC REFORMING
Families Considered
Comparing experimental data obtained on various feedstocks and at various contact times to thermodynamic equilibrium calculations have demonstrated that the paraffins with the same of carbon atoms and the same number of branches are in equilibrium with each other (Verstraete, 1997; Cochegrue, 2001; Gauthier, 2004) . From these data, it can be concluded that isomerization reactions with no change in the number of branches (HS, MS, ES) are very fast compared with isomerization reactions with a change in the number of branches (PCP), cracking reactions and cyclization reactions. Cyclic compounds with the same number of carbon atoms and the same number of branches are also in equilibrium with each other: ring contraction or expansion reactions as well as dehydrogenation of naphthenes into aromatics are very fast compared to branching isomerization reactions (Verstraete, 1997 and diaromatics. Tetrabranched paraffins are not considered since they are present neither in the feedstocks nor in the effluents. Hence, generation of such species has been forbidden during network generation. To allow the paring reaction on cycloalkanes (Sullivan et al., 1961; Weitkamp et al., 1984; Souverijns et al., 1996) , tetrabranched naphthenes and aromatics were included in the network, however. This a posteriori relumping allows reducing drastically the number of species to follow during the simulations. Indeed, as the species within each lump are in equilibrium, they do not need to be followed in detail. Table 2 illustrates the reduction in problem size of the kinetic model. The C 7 network for catalytic reforming is therefore reduced to 22 lumps instead of the initial 32 observable components and to 57 reactions instead of the 216 acid-phase rate determining elementary reactions (after considering that the hydrogenation/ dehydrogenation steps, the protonation/deprotonation steps and the hydride shifts are in equilibrium) and the 54 catalyzed hydrogenolysis reactions. Table 3 lists the various types of reactions that are present in the a posteriori relumped reaction networks.
Calculation of the Rates of the Acid-catalyzed
Reactions between Lumps
The rates of reaction between two lumps L 1 and L 2 are equal to the sums of all reactions between elements in each lump. Sub-sums can be calculated for each type of reaction. One therefore obtains the following rates of reaction between lumps:
-isomerization:
-cyclization:
-acyclic cracking:
-exocyclic cracking of type exoN:
-exocyclic cracking of type exoO:
with z a reaction between carbenium ion m belonging to L 1 and carbenium ion n belonging to L 2 (and olefin O (or NO) belonging to L 3 ).
Expressions for the Carbenium Ion Concentrations
The balance on the acid sites leads to the following equation: If protonation and deprotonation are very fast in comparison to the other transformations, the carbenium ion concentrations can be determined very easily by using the assumption of equilibrium of the protonation and deprotonation reactions between the olefins in the gas phase and the ions adsorbed on the catalyst (Vynckier and Froment, 1991): Due to the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation equilibrium on the metal phase, the partial pressures of the unsaturated species can be directly related to the corresponding saturated species:
The concentration of free acid sites is then deduced from the previous relations: where {a} is the set of all acyclic saturated ions present on the acid phase, {b} is the set of all acyclic unsaturated ions present on the acid phase, {c} is the set of all cyclic saturated ions present on the acid phase, {d} is the set of all cyclic unsaturated ions present on the acid phase, {e} is the set of all dicyclic unsaturated ions present on the acid phase. Consequently, the concentrations of the acyclic saturated carbenium ions are given by:
To reduce the number of parameters, the fundamental single event rate coefficients should be introduced by isolating the number of single events for the protonation and deprotonation steps. Moreover, the single event rate coefficient for deprotonation is given for a reference olefin O r . Using the thermodynamic constraints on the deprotonation constants of the carbenium ions (Baltanas and Froment, 1985; Vynckier et Froment, 1991; Surla et al., 2011) , one obtains the following expression for the concentrations of the acyclic saturated carbenium ions: 
Pr Pr with K[DO r ⇔ DO ik ] the intrinsic thermodynamic equilibrium constant for diolefin isomerization.
In the expressions above, the numerator and the denominator refer to the partial pressure of paraffin P i . As the a posteriori relumped reaction network only considers the macroscopic lumps, it is desirable to refer only to the partial pressures of the lumps.
Let L P be the lump to which paraffin P i belongs. One can now define y i as the molar fraction of P i in lump L P as follows:
with y i the molar fraction of paraffin P i within lump L P , p p i the partial pressure of paraffin P i , p L P the partial pressure of paraffin lump L P (with
The concentrations of the acyclic saturated carbenium ions are therefore obtained from: with the denominator given by:
We can now define an overall acid-phase chemisorption coefficient K P L P for the acyclic olefins belonging to paraffin lump L P and an overall acid-phase chemisorption coefficient (t) only depend on the generated reaction network, but not on the kinetic parameters, which have been explicitly isolated. These two factors have therefore to be calculated only once for a given reaction network. It should be stressed, however, that, for a given reaction network, this coefficient still depends on the temperature. Indeed, y i represents the equilibrium mole fraction of an isomer in a given lump, which evidently depends on temperature. The same holds for the dehydrogenation and olefin isomerization equilibrium constants. The advantage of isolating these terms is that, for each temperature, the lumping coefficients need to be calculated only once for a given reaction network.
Similarly, K' P L p can be broken down as follows:
, the overall acid-phase chemisorption coefficient of dicyclic olefins belonging to the dinaphthenic lump L DN . Consequently, the concentrations of the acyclic saturated carbenium ions are therefore given by: see Equation (A1). with {L P } the set of paraffin lumps, {L N } the set of naphthene lumps, {L DN } the set of dinaphthene lumps.
Isomerization Reactions
The rate of isomerization from lump L 1 to lump L 2 is composed of the sum of the rates of all reactions involved in the isomerization of carbenium ions from lump L 1 into carbenium ions from lump L 2 . For the isomerization of acyclic compounds, one therefore finds:
, 
A2).
The forward rate coefficient for the isomerization of lump L 1 into lump L 2 is therefore given by: Equation (A3).
To explicitly isolate the 4 fundamental single event rate coefficients for isomerization, the set of isomerization steps between the ions from lump L 1 and ions from lump L 2 can be split into the 4 corresponding groups. This leads to: see Equation (A4). with {z mn } the set of elementary steps involved in an m-n isomerization of the carbenium ions of type m from lump L 1 into carbenium ions of type n from L 2 . In the above expression, a large number of contributions only depends on the generated reaction network, but not on the rate parameters. Hence, they can again be explicitly isolated.
Let LC iso (m, n) be defined as:
( ) ( ; )
This coefficient is a lumping coefficient associated with the isomerization reaction between lumps L 1 and L 2 through ions of type m and type n. It should be stressed that, for a given reaction network, this coefficient still depends on the temperature. Indeed, y i represents the equilibrium mole fraction of an isomer in a given lump, which evidently depends on temperature. The same holds for the dehydrogenation and olefin isomerization equilibrium constants. As mentioned above, the advantage of isolating these terms is that, for each temperature, the lumping coefficients need to be calculated only once for a given reaction network.
Hence, the forward rate coefficient for the isomerization of lump L 1 into lump L 2 is obtained from: see Equation (A5).
For the backward rate coefficient for the isomerization of lump L 1 into lump L 2 , a similar expression is obtained.
Finally, the rate of isomerization of lump L 1 into lump L 2 can simply be written as: see Equation (A6).
For cyclic compounds, the rate expressions for the isomerization reactions are similar.
Cyclization Reactions
The rate of cyclization of a lump of paraffins L 1 into a lump of naphthenes L 2 is composed of the sum of the rates of all reactions linking carbenium ions from lump L 1 to carbenium ions from lump L 2 . As mentioned above, this can be written as follows:
The concentrations of the acyclic unsaturated carbenium ions and of the cyclic saturated carbenium ions are given by: Equation (A7).
After combining the last three expressions, the lumping coefficients can be isolated: 
The forward rate coefficient and the backward rate coefficient for the cyclization of lump L 1 into lump L 2 are then given by: Finally, the rate of cyclization of lump L 1 into lump L 2 can be written as: see Equation (A8).
Cracking Reactions
In the case of (acyclic or exocyclic) cracking reactions of a lump L 1 to lumps L 2 and L 3 , the rate of cracking is given by the sum of the rates of all cracking reactions linking carbenium ions from lump L 1 to carbenium ions and olefins from lumps L 2 and L 3 . For the cracking of acyclic saturated carbenium ions, this can be written as follows:
The expression for the concentration of the acyclic saturated carbenium ions has been derived previously.
Combining both expressions results in: see Equation (A9).
For the rate coefficients for cracking, there is a thermodynamic constraint relating the rate coefficients for cracking to the rate coefficients for their reverse reaction, i.e. alkylation (Vynckier and Froment, 1991) :
Combining this thermodynamic constraint with those for the deprotonation steps, one finds:
This means that all rate coefficients for cracking can be calculated from the alkylation rate coefficients by means of the above equation. This will therefore greatly reduce the number of rate coefficients in the catalytic reforming model. This expression for the rate coefficients for cracking can now be introduced in the rate equation for cracking to yield: see Equation (A10).
Hence, the rate coefficient for cracking is given by: see Equation (A11).
The lumping coefficients for the 4 types of acyclic β-scission can now be defined as follows: see Equation (A12).
These lumping coefficients allows rewriting the rate coefficient for cracking as: 
Finally, the rate of cracking of lump L 1 into lumps L 2 and L 3 can be written as: see Equation (A13).
The procedure to derive the lumping coefficients is exactly similar for the exocyclic cracking reactions. One then finds:
Calculation of the Rates of Metal-catalyzed
Demethylation Reactions
Deriving the rate of demethylation of a lump L 1 to lump L 2 and methane (P 1 ) will be similar to the case of the cracking 
reactions above. According to the reaction mechanism and the kinetic equations for the metal phase proposed above, in the case of paraffins the reaction rate between lumps is expressed as follows:
with {z} the set of demethylation steps transforming the species from lump L 1 into species from lump L 2 with the formation of methane, n s,DM (z) the number of identifiable pathways to remove a methyl group from a species belonging to lump L 1 while arriving at the same species belonging to lump L 2 , k -DM (m) the rate coefficient of demethylation for a methyl group linked to an atom of type m, K P the adsorption coefficient for paraffins on the metal phase, p p i the partial pressure of paraffin P i , p H 2 the partial pressure of hydrogen, a degree of unsaturation of the adsorbed intermediate, C M the concentration of free metal sites. Neglecting the adsorption of intermediate unsaturated compounds on the metal phase, the balance equation on the metal sites becomes:
The denominator can now be rewritten as:
with {N} the set of naphthenes from lump L N , {A} the set of aromatics from lump L N , {DN} the set of dinaphthenes from lump L DN , {NA} the set of naphthenoaromatics from lump L DN , {DA} the set of diaromatics from lump L DN . This denominator can be reorganized to isolate the partial pressures of the various lumps:
with:
Introducing the expression for the concentration of free metal sites leads to the following expression for the rate of demethylation of a lump L 1 to lump L 2 and methane:
Using the same approach as for the acid-catalyzed steps, the lumping coefficient can be defined as follows:
The rate coefficient for demethylation can now be written as:
Hence, the final expression for the rate of demethylation of a lump L 1 to lump L 2 and methane is given as:
The expressions for the demethylation reactions are similar in the case of naphthenes and dinaphthenes. The demethylation of toluene and deethylation of ethylbenzene are prohibited reactions in the network. Hence, this is reflected by summing on demethylation steps when calculating the lumping coefficient.
Deethylation Reactions
The calculations are exactly similar to those in the case of demethylation reactions. Hence, in the case of paraffins, the following relations are obtained:
APPLICATION TO CATALYTIC REFORMING OF A C 7 CUT
The catalytic reforming model described previously has been compared with experimental data in order to validate the methodology. The experimental data were obtained on a pilot unit at IFPEN, which includes 4 main sections (Fig. 4) : -a feedstock pretreatment section; -a reaction section; -a recycle section; -an effluent separation section.
The pretreatment section controls the degree of humidity of the feedstock, reducing it if necessary. Too much water would lead to dechlorination of the catalyst. The feedstock must therefore contain less than 10 ppm water.
The reaction section consists of a tubular reactor, operating in downflow with a fixed catalyst bed. The spherical catalyst beads are diluted in five reaction areas by inert alumina. The samples are taken by capillaries in the inert areas that separate the reaction areas. These capillaries are connected to an on-line gas chromatograph.
The recycling section is used to regulate the partial pressures of hydrogen and hydrocarbons in order to keep the H 2 /HC ratio constant. Hydrogen can be added to reduce the catalyst during start-up and to compensate for hydrogen consumption with some feeds under certain operations conditions.
The effluent separation section is used to separate the hydrogen-rich gas (one fraction being recycled and the rest purged) and the condensed liquid hydrocarbons. The liquid fraction is then depressurized and sent to a stabilization column to recover the light hydrocarbons (methane to butane) and the reformate (C 5+ ) separately.
Effluent Analysis
The samples taken in the reactor are sent to an on-line HP-5890 gas chromatograph. A PONA column connected to a Flame Ionization Detector (FID) analyses the hydrocarbons (paraffins, olefins, naphthenes and aromatics) and a MolSieve column connected to a Thermal Conductivity Detector (TCD) is used to separate and quantify the permanent gases (hydrogen, methane, nitrogen, oxygen) . The data is acquired by Chemstation software and the chromatogram is analyzed by Carburane software, developed at IFPEN.
Operating Conditions

Catalyst
An industrial PtSn/γ-Al 2 O 3 catalytic reforming catalyst was used for these studies. The catalyst consisted of 2-mm diameter beads.
Feedstock
The feedstock used is a model feedstock that is mainly composed of heptane isomers and some dibranched cyclopentanes (Tab. 4). The feed contains over 98% of C 7 components, about 1.3 wt% of C 6 components, and less than 0.6 wt% of C 8+ components.
Experimental Program
The operating conditions corresponding to the experimental data are detailed in Table 5 . Experimental data were acquired in a series of 21 tests. For each test, the analyses were performed at 4 points in the reactor (sampling by capillaries), so as to obtain 4 residence times. Figure 4 Schematic diagram of the catalytic reforming pilot unit. 
Identification of Parameters
The model was compared to the experimental data obtained on the pilot unit. The detailed analyses of the reaction mixture were relumped in terms of the 22 lumps. Parameter identification was performed by means of a classical Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Levenberg, 1944; Marquardt, 1963) , which minimized the weighted sum of the squares of the differences between the experimental and simulated mole fractions of the various effluents. A total of 41 parameters was identified by regressing against 1680 responses, leaving 1639 degrees of freedom. During the parameter estimation, the natural logarithms of the kinetic parameters at 460°C were estimated, together with their activation energy or adsorption enthalpy. The adsorption enthalpies for the adsorption coefficients on the metal phase could not be estimated at the 95% significance level, and were therefore set to zero. To avoid divergence of the optimizer, limits were imposed on the activation energies, which were only allowed to vary between 40 kJ/mol and 400 kJ/mol. After parameter identification, none of the activation energies was stuck at these boundaries. At the optimum, a statistical analysis was performed on the parameters, and all model parameters were found to be significant at the 95% confidence level (t-value > 2). The values of the estimated parameters, the confidence intervals, and their t-values are given in Table 6 . Finally, the significance of the global regression was assessed by means of the ratio of the mean regression sum of squares to the mean residual sum of squares, which is distributed according to an F distribution (Himmelblau, 1970; Kittrell, 1970; Froment and Hosten, 1981; Bockhorn, 1990) . A high value of the calculated F ratio corresponds to a high significance of the global regression. In our case, an F-value for the global regression of 127 000 was obtained, clearly illustrating the significance of the regression at the 95% probability level.
Inspection of the correlation matrix between parameters showed that the parameters were almost fully decorrelated. Strong correlations (|r| > 0.875) were found between only three parameter pairs out of the 820 combinations: the preexponential factors A* of k cyc (s; s) and K Pr/De (s; DO) were negatively correlated, as well as the pre-exponential factors A* of k iso (t; t) and K Pr/De (t; O), and the pre-exponential factors A* of k alk (s; s) and K Pr/De (s; O). A somewhat weaker positive correlation (0.875 > |r| > 0.825) was found between the pre-exponential factors A* of k -DM (q) and k -DE (q). Three more parameter pairs had an even weaker correlation (0.825 > |r| > 0.800): the pre-exponential factors A* of k alk (s; t) and k alk (t; t), the pre-exponential factor A* of k -DM (q) and the adsorption coefficient K p , and the pre-exponential factor A* of k -DE (q) and the adsorption coefficient K p . The other 813 parameter pairs had correlation coefficients that were between -0.8 and 0.8.
Looking at the parameter values themselves, the isomerization rate coefficient k iso (t; t) is larger than k iso (s; s), which is in turn larger than k iso (s; t). For the alkylation rate coefficients, k alk (s; t) > k alk (t; s) > k alk (s; s). Moreover, the activation energies for these three steps were found to be almost identical. Finally, it can also be concluded that the rate of PCP-branching isomerization is larger than that of β-scission, which is consistent with the experimental observations. For the cyclization reactions, the kinetic parameters at 460°C are in the following order: k cyc (s; t) > k cyc (s; s) > k cyc (t; s). For the hydrogenolysis reactions, the hydrogenolysis of a bond to a quaternary carbon atom is the fastest in each series, while the scission at a secondary carbon atom is the slowest. The rate coefficients for deethylation are somewhat lower than those for demethylation, except for the hydrogenolysis at a quaternary carbon atom. Concerning the activation energies for hydrogenolysis, the values are higher for deethylation than for demethylation. Moreover, within each series, the activation energies are practically the same. The above observations suggest that, for this set of experimental data, further reduction of the number of parameters is still possible. Indeed, the three activation energies for isomerization are statistically not different, and could therefore be replaced by a unique activation energy. The same holds for the activation energies of the alkylation rate coefficients. Similarly, the statistical analysis indicates that a unique activation energy for the various demethylation rate coefficients and a unique activation energy for the various deethylation rate coefficients may suffice. This would not only further reduce the number of parameters to be identified, but may also allow to obtain more robust and statistically independent parameter values. Comparison between experimental and simulated composition of the effluent (1st part). Comparison between experimental and simulated composition of the effluent (2nd part).
Model Predictions and Discussion
The model predictions are in general quite satisfactory, as can be observed through the parity plots in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . The effluent mole fractions for the light products (methane, ethane, propane, butanes, pentanes and hexanes) is well described, especially given their low concentrations. The dibranched C 6 compounds and benzene, however, are underestimated. For the C 7 fraction, the isomerization is well predicted, since the lumps nP7, moP7 and diP7 are correctly predicted over the entire range. The cyclization and aromatization reactions (leading to moN7+moA7) are also correctly simulated. Finally, the hydrogen content of the effluent samples is also relatively well predicted.
To illustrate the predictive power of the kinetic model, a direct confrontation of experimental and model results is also given. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the effluent composition for the various lumps of the C 7 fraction at a temperature of 460°C, a total pressure of 9.5 bar and an inlet H 2 /HC ratio of 9 mol/mol. A very good agreement is observed for the paraffin lumps, indicating that the isomerization, cyclization and cracking rate coefficients are well estimated. The overall production of moN7+moA7 seems somewhat too low, however, leading to a slight overestimation of the diN7 lump. This seems to indicate that the ring expansion of diN7 to moN7+moA7, either through PCP branching steps or intraring alkyl shifts, is somewhat underestimated. Evolution of the composition of the C 7 fraction at a temperature of 460°C, a total pressure of 9.5 bar and an inlet H 2 /HC ratio of 9 mol/mol (points: experimental; lines: simulated). Effect of operating conditions on the production of the moN7+A7 lump: a) effect of temperature at a total pressure of 9.5 bar and an inlet H 2 /HC ratio of 12 mol/mol; b) effect of hydrocarbon partial pressure at a temperature of 460°C, and a hydrogen partial pressure of 9.8 bar (points: experimental; lines: simulated).
To further investigate the prediction of the lump moN7+moA7, the effect of operating conditions was looked at in more detail. Figure 8 shows the effect of temperature and the effect of hydrocarbon partial pressure. The model responds well to the effect of hydrocarbon partial pressure, but the influence of the effect of temperature is slightly too high. This may partly be due to the relatively high values that were obtained for the activation energies for the (s; t) cyclization and the (t; s) cyclization steps.
In catalytic reforming, the prediction of the C 5+ yield is very important. Figure 9 shows the evolution of the effluent composition for the C 1 -C 4 fraction throughout the reactor, while Figure 10 shows effect of temperature on the C 5+ content of the total reactor effluent. In Figure 9 , a different effect of operating conditions is illustrated for the four selected components of the C 1 -C 4 fraction. Overall, a very good agreement is observed for the effluent composition, both for Effect of operating conditions on the production C 1 to C 4 components: a) effect of hydrogen partial pressure at a temperature of 475°C and a hydrocarbon partial pressure of 0.8 bar on the methane production; b) effect of total pressure at a temperature of 485°C and an inlet H 2 /HC ratio of 8 mol/mol on the methane production; c) effect of temperature at a total pressure of 9.5 bar and an inlet H 2 /HC ratio of 12 mol/mol on the propane production; c) effect of hydrocarbon partial pressure at a temperature of 460°C and a hydrogen partial pressure of 9.8 bar on thenbutane production (points: experimental; lines: simulated).
Figure 10
Evolution of the C 5+ content of the reactor effluent at a total pressure of 9.5 bar and an inlet H 2 /HC ratio of 12 mol/mol (points: experimental; lines: simulated).
the content of C 5+ components and for the content of the various C 1 -C 4 components.
In conclusion, the single-event kinetic model for catalytic reforming exhibits a good agreement with the experimental data and allows to correctly predict the behavior of a C 7 cut. Extension to a feed with a higher number of carbon atoms only requires to add a few extra parameters (rate coefficient for t,t β-scission and adsorption coefficients for additional polycyclics) to account for reactions of species that were not present in the C 7 cut. Hence, experimental data have been acquired on a C 8 cut (Gauthier, 2004) in order to perform an additional validation of the single event kinetic model by predicting the reforming performances. Further validation on actual industrial feedstocks (containing components up to C 11 ) is currently also being considered.
CONCLUSIONS
Refining processes based on bifunctional catalysts involve a tremendous number of species (reactants, intermediates and products) and reactions, both of which may rapidly exceed several thousands for industrial feedstocks. For the development of process models, various approaches can be considered. In most cases, the a priori lumped kinetic models by chemical family do no longer meet the current requirements in terms of simulation details, predictive power and extrapolation risks. More detailed process models are therefore required.
Due to the large number of elementary steps occurring in bifunctional catalysis, computer generation of the detailed reaction network based on simple rules offers an elegant solution. Nevertheless, it remains difficult to determine and solve the kinetic equations, mainly due to the lack of analytical detail with respect to the requirements of the detailed model. This paper described the network generation tools and the a posteriori relumping method associated with the single-event kinetic modeling methodology. The singleevents theory allows to develop detailed kinetic models for large reaction networks and is particularly useful for reaction systems with acid and bifunctional catalysts. For many refining processes, huge reaction networks are obtained. However, reasonable assumptions on the equilibria between species allow to perform an a posteriori relumping of species and reactions. Indeed, for species with the same number of carbon atoms and branches subject to thermodynamic equilibrium, a posteriori relumping into larger groups allows to develop a kinetic network between lumps that is then strictly equivalent to the detailed network. Its size is substantially reduced, however, and this network can now be used to simulate the complete system without loss of information.
This single-event methodology, together with the a posteriori relumping approach has been successfully applied to catalytic reforming of a C 7 cut. Overall, a very good agreement between the model and the experimental data has been obtained. Future work will consist in extending the current network to higher carbon numbers and to validate the model predictions on actual industrial naphtha feeds.
